Capclave, the Washington, DC area literary science fiction convention, offers panels; autographing; gaming; kaffeklatches; readings by authors; a dealers' room; filking; science presentations; a hospitality suite; room parties; workshops on writing, reviewing, contracts, and getting an agent; and a relaxed atmosphere for visiting old friends and meeting new friends.

$35 At Capclave 2011
$40 Through December 2011
$45 January through May 2012
$50 June – July 2012
$55 August through September 2012
$60 Thereafter

Special rate for active military and students: $25 for the whole weekend; $20 Saturday only

For more information, visit us at http://www.capclave.org
Capclave is a production of the Washington Science Fiction Association
John Scalzi is the author of the 4 book Old Man's War series, Agent to the Stars, The God Engines, Fuzzy Nation, The Android's Dream and Your Hate Mail Will Be Graded. He has won the Hugo, the John W. Campbell Award for Best New Writer, the Romantic Times Reviewer’s Choice Award (science fiction category), The Seiun, The Kurd Lasswitz and the Geffen awards (science fiction awards from Japan, Germany and Israel, respectively). He has also been commended by the Ohio State Senate for being a writer, which in his words "is kind of goofy but nice." He is also the current president of the Science Fiction and Fantasy Writers of America (SFWA) and writes the popular blog the Whatever.

Nick Mamatas is the editor of the Haikasoru imprint of Viz Media, bringing Japanese science fiction and fantasy novels to an American audience. He is the author of the Lovecraftian Beat road novel Move Under Ground, which was nominated for both the Bram Stoker and International Horror Guild awards, the Civil War ghost story Northern Gothic, also a Stoker nominee, the suburban nightmare novel Under My Roof, and over thirty short stories and hundreds of articles (some of which were collected in 3000 Miles Per Hour in Every Direction at Once). His work has appeared in Razor, Village Voice, Spex, Clamor, In These Times, Polyphony, several Disinformation and Ben Bella Books anthologies, and the books Corpse Blossoms, Poe's Lighthouse, Before & After: Stories from New York, and Short and Sweet. Nick's most recent books include the collection You Might Sleep... (November 2008); Haunted Legends, an anthology with Ellen Datlow (Tor Books 2009); and Starve Better a book on writing.

Fill out the registration form below and mail it to the address on the front of this flyer. Please list memberships with different post alldresses on different copies of the form.

Name(s):__________________________________________________________

Address:________________________________________________________________

City:_________________________ State:______ Zip/Postal: _____________________

Country: ______________

Phone: __________________________ Email:__________________________________

Please add me to the electronic communications lists:  Yes   No

I am paying by: _____ check/moneyorder (made out to "Capclave")    _____ Mastercard    _____

Visa    _____ Cash

Credit card number: ___________________________ Expiration date: _______

Name on card: ___________________________

Signature:____________________________________________________________